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In medical terminology, 'Ishan Kotha' may be termed as a caesarean baby.We expected the 

delivery a few days earlier, but for some  technical issues 'Ishan Kotha' could go online only 

on this very Holy Day of Idul-Fitr and fortunately able to share the birthday with Kazi 

Nazrul.      

The concept was an old one. But, everytime for some reasons or other, it couldn't be 

materialized. In the meantime, the news regarding COVID 19 started making headlines. And 

before long and infact, before we could understand much----Corona registered its foot print 

on our soil. Hence, the declaration of nation wide lock down on 24th March 2020.That was 

unprecedented. The generation is not much or even not at all familiar with the terms like 

pandemic, quarantine, social distancing  or even lockdown. We were unaware that the 

excitement of performing in social media would meltdown soon. We were even nor aware of 

the fact that the anxiety of the uncertain future would take over the interest of making 

delicious dishes at home just to celebrate home-holidays.      



 

 

In this critical juncture, apart from just being a part of social media for pastime, the need for a 

meaningful platform like 'Ishan Kotha' is realized again and as never before. So finally, we 

are able to publish the 1st edition of 'Ishan kotha '. Taking the priviledge we also wish to 

share that the process of resolving the technical issues and up gradation is still on. For better 

coverage and also keeping in mind the diversity of our feelings, choices and above all for 

better communication we have  decided to have the below mentioned segments : 

1.            / Ishan Speaks           

2.         ,        ,         / Social, Political and Economic Overview           

3.     ,        / Heritage & Culture           

4.         / Youth Affairs           

5.              / Current Affairs           

6.                / Children's Window           

7.             / Science Forum           

8.          /  On a Lighter Note           

9.              / Silver Lining         

10.   -      / Opinion Arena 

Our efforts to overcome the hurdles by rectifying the loopholes and drawbacks would be a 

continuous and general process. We are hopeful that your continuous participation, 

cooperation and valuable suggestions will help us to deliver better. There will be sincere 

effort to capture the vibrant colours of Barak valley, Tripura, Southern Assam in particular in 

one canvas and, beyond the geographical boundaries if possible. We will try to reach to the 

non-residents of our region. We will peep into the kitchens to taste the local cuisines at lunch 

time, while we wish to bid farewell to the tiresome day with the soothing melodies of our 

native land. All efforts will be to embrace all, to have one canvas where the colours of the 

culture of all --- beyond caste, creed, religion can be manifested.      

We dream of a healthy and prosperous future and on this auspicious day, on behalf of team 

Ishan kotha, we wish you all Happy Eid. 

 


